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ABSTRACT

In this article the notional, figurative and evaluative components of the concept "war" are described as they are introduced in Internet statuses in contemporary Russian culture. The analysis of Internet statuses about war shows that the concept under consideration, being very important in contemporary Russian linguistic culture, has a strongly negative evaluative component which is semantically based on the description of consequences of war. Together with some traditional semantic components this concept has developed some new meanings in modern Russian culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theme of war has always occupied and still occupies a significant place in the worldview of man. This is due to the fact that almost in the fate of every generation of people there were wars and conflicts. The concept "war" has not lost its significance in modern culture, but, in our opinion, it has acquired some additional semantic characteristics. As a result, the study of the concept "war" in the modern Russian language seems relevant to us. This concept in people's consciousness is semantically and logically correlated and opposed to the concept "peace".

There is a binary opposition between these concepts, based on their natural and cultural-social characteristics. Peace as a state of absence of enmity, quarrel, and presence of harmony is antonymous with the concept “war” as an armed struggle between two or more states, peoples, tribes, or social groups within a state. At the same time, it is impossible not to note the complexity of the existing relationship between these two concepts. The concepts "war" and "peace" manifest themselves not only as antagonistic concepts. Their similarity lies in general characteristics that are realized both in the minds of people and in the language material. E. A. Golubenko comes to the conclusion that it is the concept "war", not "peace", which has a higher level of frequency and expressiveness in the minds of native speakers of Russian, English, and Japanese. This is not surprising, since it is well known that emotionally negatively colored phenomena, objects, and subjects cause a greater emotional response in the minds of native speakers of a particular language [4]. The universal concept "war" is significant in Russian linguistic culture. This confirms the multiplicity of basic signs-representatives of this concept, the presence of their word-forming derivatives, numerous synonyms, as well as their vivid representation at the phraseological level.

2. ETYMOLOGICAL AND SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF THE KEY WORD OF THE CONCEPT "WAR"

War is one of the oldest and most common ways of appropriating someone else's territory, so
we observe that the key word of this concept is represented in dictionaries by a variety of meanings: for the first time it was found in written monuments of the XI century in the meaning of "armed struggle of two or more peoples, states" [2].

The word "war" has many interpretations, and an analysis of its origin shows us that it descends from the Common Slavic era, which is reflected in various etymological dictionaries.

G. A. Krylov considers the etymology of this word as follows: "War. A common Slavic word formed from the noun вои — "warrior". It is related to the Latin venari with the help of the suf. Оне..." [9].

A.V. Semenov points to the following origin of the word "war": Old Russian — вои, Old Slavic — воина, Common Slavic — воина. The noun "war" is Slavic in origin. For the first time it is found in written monuments of the XI century in the meaning of "armed struggle of two or more peoples, states" [10].

In the etymological dictionary of M. Fasmer, the following entry is given: "war, Ukrainian, війна, Russian-Church Slavonic, воина, Bulgarian, воина, Slovenian, воина, Czech republic, slvc. воина, Polish. воjna. It is related to вои and such like concepts" [14].

In the dictionary of N. M. Shansky there is the following article: "War. Common Slavic. Formed with the help of the suf. -пис (оз ну) от вои "вои" — "warrior". Of the same root as виш, lit. въй "to chase, to pursue", etc. Вои > вои Voi > "howl". In the word-formation plan is similar to вои "fight", cf. дати — бои "beat-fight" and *вяти "hunt, chase") - вои "howl"" [16].

P. E. Chernykh in the "Essay of Russian Historical Lexicology "notes that first people had weapons, and then wars began: "Since ancient times, such words as вои, елисеoda, plk (root, possibly pel), воиisko "army" (by origin-an adjective with the suffix-ик) are common Slavic words) > воина; елисеада, бориити, бори (Russian. борьба), cf. in the Word about Igor's regiment: "на стопи вои борьба" [cf. the Old Slavic брать "Battle", from which a little later and the пургьи "battle-swearing"; cf. lit.. Бать- брати "scold" (original meaning: "What is pricked with": Lat ferire-prick, etc.: therefore, first "weapons", then - "battle", "war")" [15].

In the Explanatory Dictionary of the Living Great Russian language " by V. I. Dal, several meanings of the word "war" are given: 1) war (war, to fight from to beat, slaughter, to fight, as probably both the boyar, and the voiwoide or militant); 2) discord between states; 3) military battle between states; 4) international warfare [5].

Thus, the analysis of entries from explanatory dictionaries of the Russian language allows us to distinguish the following series of meanings of the word "war":

- Armed struggle between States or peoples; struggle within a State
- A state of enmity; a struggle between someone, with something; a hostile relationship with someone, with something
- Actions that lead to the destruction of someone, something
- Relations of conflict between states, while both sides can use the means of economic and ideological influence
- Irreconcilable opposition; disagreement;
- Quarrel; rivalry

To consider the meaning of the word "war" in more detail, let us turn to the dictionaries of synonyms of the Russian language.

The dictionary edited by A. P. Evgenieva contains the following synonymic series: "Война, брать - War, battle (poet.). Братъ is used in the modern language only in solemn speech. War is the continuation by means of violence of the policy pursued by the ruling classes of the belligerent Powers long before the war (Lenin on the "MPRA program"). When the god of swords and battle rises from the bed of rest, the loud challenge will burst, Then I will leave the world of fields. Pushkin, Орлов. In the first half of the XIX century, the obsolete word паръ - "army" was occasionally used as a synonym. [Daniel] was sometimes in the паръ "war", sometimes at peace with his neighbors, taking advantage of everything. N. Polevoy, History of the Russian people, book IV, chapter II." [6].

In the dictionary of synonyms edited by A. S. Gavriloa, the word "war" is also presented to us as: "struggle, clash, military actions, campaign, campaign, invasion, blockade, bombardment" [3].

In the dictionary of synonyms edited by N. Abramov, a similar series of synonyms is distinguished: "War, struggle; clash; campaign, invasion, blockade, bombardment. War:
internal, external, newspaper, bloody, internecine, sea, land, offensive, partisan" [2].

From the given data of etymological and explanatory dictionaries, it is clear that the lexeme “war” has a common Slavic origin and goes back to such words as “hunt”, “chase, pursue”, “beat - fight”, “scold” and is represented by a variety of meanings, such as: armed struggle between states or peoples; struggle within the state; state of enmity; struggle between someone; actions that lead to the destruction of someone, something; relations of conflict between states; irreconcilable confrontation; disagreement; quarrel; rivalry.

Using the analysis of synonymic dictionaries, we have identified the following equivalents of this word: battle, army, struggle, clash, campaign, invasion, blockade, bombardment.

3. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF INTERNET STATUSES ABOUT "WAR" IN MODERN RUSSIAN LINGUISTIC CULTURE

In our opinion, the characteristics of the concept "war" in modern Russian linguistic culture can be identified on the basis of Internet statuses, since they clearly reflect the consciousness of the carriers of modern linguistic culture.

The Internet status is usually posted by a person in one of the social networks on the Internet page of the "profile". When someone posts an Internet status on a social network, he / she is waiting for a reaction from the public (those people who follow his / her "profile" in the social network or those people who are "invited" by the social network algorithm (targeting) to view the update of the Internet status of a certain person). If a person's Internet status causes surprise, delight, or other emotions, it serves as an incentive for communication between the source of the status creation and the potential addressee. Initially, such a phenomenon as the Internet status was conceived to convey the mood in which the person who publishes it is. N. I. Zrazheska calls the Internet status "a kind of motto of a person on the Internet, his "identifier" [7].

Usually, such statuses do not exceed three lines in length. The content plan of the Internet status is either a philosophical thought, a logical conclusion, or a description of the emotional and psychological state of a person.

Internet statuses, due to the limited number of characters in any social network, can not be too long, which means that they must be concise, bright emotionally and ironic. "As one of the forms of evaluative, critical and emotional development of the picture of the world, irony contributes to the expression of the author's individuality, creative position, and worldview. An ironic worldview can also be considered as a state of mind that allows people not to take too seriously banal statements and stereotypes"[1]102. Any status is intended to encourage the recipient to initiate a dialogue or any other emotional response.

Most often, Internet statuses relate to one of the following areas of life: relationships, work, study, household habits of a person, definition of feelings or emotions. Therefore, phraseological units, catch phrases, and aphorisms often become Internet statuses.

According to the well-known Russian linguist V. I. Karasik, the concept has notional, figurative and evaluative components [8]. We have identified the following components of the concept "war" based on the material of Internet statuses.

3.1 Notional and Figurative Components of the Concept ‘War’ in Modern Russian Linguistic Culture According to the Analysis of Internet Statuses

The notional component of the concept "war" is presented as follows.

- War is death, murder, and bloodshed.
  - Anyone who has ever looked into the glassy eyes of a soldier dying on the battlefield will think twice before starting a war.
  - War is murder. And no matter how many people come together to commit murder, and no matter what they call themselves, murder is still the worst sin in the world.
  - ...we must protect the world not with blood, but with friendship and love [12].

- War is evil, grief, tragedy, misfortune.
  - War is evil, grief, tragedy, misfortune.
  - War is a tragedy for everyone, but it makes a person feel life keenly and pushes him/her with all his/her strength to grasp this life [11].
  - Even a victorious war is an evil that must be prevented by the wisdom of the nations.
- War destroys our lives, it leads to the fatal inevitability of an unhappy fate [13].

- War is fear.
- Do not believe those who say that the war is not terrible. It's always scary... courage is when you overcome the animal horror and go forward [12].
- War is not only a threat to peace, but also keeps all of humanity in fear [13].

- War is destruction and disaster.
- War imposes its own values and destroys everything that was created by us.
- War is like a natural disaster, weighing down on you, and to stay alive, you try to get out.
- I do not know what weapons we will fight in the 3rd World War, but in the 4th World War we will fight with sticks and stones [11].

- War is a crime against humanity, lawlessness.
- War is a crime against humanity committed by humanity itself [13].
- War is a crime committed by politicians.
- When weapons rattle, the laws are silent [11].

- War - an interesting story and art.
- War is a damned interesting story; peace is a very boring read.”
- War is an art, and art cannot be explained with clear formulas [13].

As it is seen from the Internet statuses analyzed by us the notional component of the concept “war” is not always represented by the definition of war as a bad, inhuman, immoral phenomenon. War is considered as barbarism and evil on the one hand, but on the other hand, as a sacred duty (in the case of defensive war), an interesting story and art.

It can be assumed that the positive connotations in this concept are caused by such properties of Internet statuses as irony and paradox. A person who publishes such statuses with a positive assessment of war, unconditionally expects an instant emotional reaction from readers.

The figurative component of the concept "war" is represented by a comparison of war with the kingdom of wild animals and associations with the black sky.

- People all wanted to understand where the war is and what is vile in it... It is in the terrible loneliness of the one who fights and the one who remains in the rear, in the shameful despair that engulfs everyone, and in the moral decline that eventually appears on the faces. The kingdom of the beasts has arrived.

- War turns into wild animals people born to live as brothers [12].
- Blue, blue sky. Gets blue and bluer the sky, Interceptor planes over Siberia fly.
And they like in school mathematics draw a line
Will there between the nations stop lie?
From the state of Utah or Tennessee,
Like a ball in tennis.
A hydrogen bomb may be thrown,
For us it is well-known,
We will return something back
And the sky will become black [11].

3.2 The Evaluative Component of the Concept "War" in Modern Russian Linguistic Culture According to the Analysis of Internet Statuses

The evaluative component of the concept "war" is represented by the following semantic components.

- The conduct of war is often justified by the desire for peace.
- The more active the struggle for peace is, the faster it will lead to war.
- All wars on Earth begin with the most sincere statements about the desire for peace.
- The hatchet is most likely to be buried with bayonets [13].

- War is always associated with lies and injustice.
- The old declare war, and the young go to die.
- They never lie as much as they did during the war, after the hunt, and before the election.”

- Wars are closely related to money and monetary interests.
- Demolish money and wars will be stopped[13].
- Military conflicts are a political cover for those who skillfully empty the treasury blaming the war [11].
- Success in war depends not on weapons, but on money[13].
- Only those people who have not seen the war can admire it.
- War can only be enjoyed by those who have not seen it [12].
- It is easy to start a war, but it is difficult to finish and forget.
- For those who were in the war, it never ends.
- Wars start when they want, and end when they can [11].
- We must avoid wars and strive for creative peaceful work.
- No need for war, no need... Let's work better, think better, search better. The only real glory is the glory of labor.
- It is necessary to have great wisdom not to start wars.
- Be wise and do not declare war, and you will always remain undefeated, because the best war is not the one where the march of victories thunders, but the one that did not take place.
- War is barbaric when attacking a peaceful neighbor, but it is a sacred duty when defending the Homeland...
- In times of war, everyone dreams of peace, but no one has the courage to lay down their arms and say, "Enough! I've had enough!" [12].
- In any war, there are no winners, all losers.
- In the desert of war, flowers don't grow even for the victors.
- There are no winners in war — only losers [11].
- Defensive wars should be fought.
- In any war, the main thing is not victory, but the protection of people [13].
- Modern Russian people are very grateful to their ancestors who defeated fascism.
- Thank you, veterans of the Great War! Thank you for another spring! [12].
- Sports competition is like war.

- Football is a war of people with the ball and with each other... not for life, but for the cup!!!
- Hockey is a men's war, in which the battle is a holiday, and victory is happiness! [13].
- Love between the sexes is like war.
- Love is like war... easy to start... hard to finish... impossible to forget!
- The war of the sexes is fought with traditional weapons. (Translation is of Julia Pogrebnyak).

3.3 Semantic Characteristics of the Concept "War" in Modern Russian Linguistic Culture According to the Analysis of Internet Statuses

From the analysis of Internet statuses, it is clear that the concept "war" in the language picture of the world of modern Russian people is associated with death, murder, bloodshed; evil, grief, tragedy, misfortune; fear; destruction, demolishment, disaster; crime against humanity, lawlessness.

However, rarely in the minds of native Russian speakers war is presented as a sacred duty (in the case of a defensive war), an interesting story and art.

The figurative component of the concept "war" is represented by a comparison of war with the kingdom of wild animals and associations with the black sky.

The evaluative component of the concept "war" is represented by the following semantic components:

- The conduct of war is often justified by the desire for peace.
- War is always associated with lies and injustice.
- Wars are closely related to money and monetary interests.
- Only those people who have not seen the war can admire it.
- It is easy to start a war, but it is difficult to finish and forget it.
- We must avoid wars and strive for creative peaceful work.
- It is necessary to have great wisdom not to start wars.
- In any war there are no winners, all losers.
Defensive wars should be conducted.
Modern Russian people are very grateful to their ancestors who have defeated fascism.
Sports competition is like war.
Love between the sexes is like war.

The notional, figurative and evaluative components of the concept "war" in modern Russian linguistic culture are closely related, and the evaluative component is noticeably predominant, it seems to "grow" into the notional and figurative components of this concept, focusing our attention on the negative consequences of waging wars. This gives us a reason to attribute this concept to axiological ones.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONCEPT OF WAR ACCORDING TO THE DATA OF THE ASSOCIATIVE EXPERIMENT

We conducted a survey of 150 cadets of the military institute in order to identify the characteristics of the concept "war". The cadets were asked the following questions:
• What is war, in your understanding?
• What do you associate with war?
• What is your attitude to war?

In the minds of most cadets, war is an armed conflict between states, a way of defending political interests. The respondents believe that war is the most terrible thing in this world.

The greatest number of associations that arise in the minds of respondents in connection to the word "war" are negative (88%): death (150 people), destruction (84 people), fear (67 people), blood (65 people), pain (54 people), disaster (44 people), grief (37 people), hatred (37 people), tears (34 people), death (30 people), enmity (29 people), losses (28 people), horror (27 people), victims (24 people), cold (19 people), cruelty (18 people), chaos (7 people).

Among the positively colored associations, cadets distinguish the following (9%): victory (12 people), hero (7 people), feat (5 people), Motherland (4 people), courage (3 people), peace (3 people), Fatherland (2 people), patriotism (2 people).

The smallest number of associations with the word "war" is represented by a neutral-colored vocabulary (3%): weapons (5 people), battle (2 people), soldier (2 people), defense (1 person), offensive (1 person), liberation (1 person), explosion (1 person).

All respondents have a negative attitude to the war, consider it the hardest test for humanity, a disaster of incredible size, bringing death and destruction. They do not want the war to start again, but at the same time they are ready, if necessary, to stand up for their country and fulfill their duty.

5. CONCLUSION

From the above Internet statuses, it is clear that in modern Russian linguistic culture, the concept "war" is still closely related and at the same time opposed to the concept "peace". These two completely opposite concepts demonstrate the blurring of boundaries.

The lexeme "war" has a common Slavic origin and goes back to such words as "hunt"," chase, pursue"," beat - fight", "scold " and is represented by a variety of meanings, such as: armed struggle between states or peoples; struggle within the state; state of enmity; struggle between someone; actions that lead to the destruction of someone, something; relations of conflict between states; irreconcilable confrontation; disagreement; quarrel; rivalry.

From the analysis of Internet statuses and the associative experiment, it is clear that the concept "war" in the language picture of the world of modern Russian people is associated with death, murder, bloodshed; evil, grief, tragedy, misfortune; fear; destruction, destruction, disaster; crime against humanity, lawlessness.

However, rarely in the minds of native Russian speakers, war is presented as a sacred duty (in the case of a defensive war), an interesting story and art.

The figurative component of the concept "war" is represented by a comparison of war to the kingdom of wild animals and the black sky.

The evaluative component of the concept "war" is represented by the following semantic components: the causes of war are associated with the desire of evil and deceitful people to enrich themselves, one must have great wisdom not to start a war, because if it starts, it will bring death and suffering to all people. But defensive wars should be fought. Modern Russian people are very grateful to the defenders of the Fatherland, who have defeated fascism. In modern life, in the minds of Russian people, war is associated with sports.
competitions and with love between a man and a woman.

The analysis of the concept "war" shows that it belongs to the axiological ones, because the evaluative component noticeably prevails over notional and figurative ones. In modern Russian linguistic culture, the consequences of war – death, grief, misfortune, etc. - are sharply condemned.

War in its main meaning is present in the minds of native speakers, but at the same time, in conceptual terms, the boundaries of meanings are much expanded. War begins to show us different facets of relations between people, not always hiding behind the outer shell of the word discord and struggle, but often irony, and even humor. And this is not surprising, because irony is inherent in all modern culture. This once again shows us the impermanence of a concept: its dependence on time, country, people.
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